It takes graduate students over a year to begin to really apply some of this… SEAri's goal is to have impact , so we need to find a way to accelerate deployment of the research seari.mit.edu © 2014 Massachusetts Institute of Technology Tackling Problems using "Games"
There is growing interest in using the medium of games for learning how to solve both complex and complicated problems
www.txchange.nl www.educationarcade.org
What makes games an applicable medium for SEAri research?
Given that it takes >1 year for graduate students to master the research, how can we use games to accelerate learning of core concepts and constructs ? Whether stated goal is to teach a lesson or to escape reality, the main purpose of games is to create an "experience" in the mind of the player • Content for SE games may not be mature 
"Good educational games lend themselves to systemic understandings. Games appear to be particularly good for immersing learners within systems and enabling them to

SEAri Core Concepts
We distilled the SEAri research into "core concepts" The constructs form the essential concepts to be incorporated into the game projects. 
M2
Contingent Value: "ilities"
The ability of a choice to change over time or not need to change over time
• Usually defined in reference to a perturbation (e.g. disturbance  survivability)
• Can be regarded in terms of "degree of" and "value of" each "-ility"
• Usually require an embedded "option" or "mechanism" to execute with costs ?!
Space Tug
Related Concepts: ilities, real options, change mechanisms, changeability, adaptability, scalability, modifiability, robustness, survivability 
Ilities Space
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Each "-ility" corresponds to a particular aspect of the choice over a particular range; multiple "ilities" can co-exist or conflict
benefits
-The benefit accrued from a design choice (subjectively defined, varies by person and across time)
resources
-The expended resources required to achieve the utilities, incurred initially, over time, and at the end (may not be $$, include time)
uncertainties
-The short run "fixed" context and cost/utility expectations for a choice; outside of a "designer's" control; looking to the future, many possible epochs exist, one for each uncertain version of reality
time-dependence
-The long run, time-ordered sequences of epochs; captures "path-dependency" of uncertain timelines, allowing for strategy development of "choices" over time • Professional (social; e.g. "manager")
contingent value
• Senior decision-maker (technical)
• Senior decision-maker (social)
In order to develop effective learning games, the following player types were identified: -Cards can be destroyed (discarded) or disabled (inactive, but repairable) -Contracts won by meeting stat requirements during ops; features provide income in ops You start the game in "Design" phase, but must launch into "Operations" phase in order to earn income. Cards can only be played during their indicated phase; you may switch between phases during the game. Personas incentivize varied gameplay to encourage experiencing of alternative pedagogical aims
We found people tended to stick to particular strategies after repeated play. This interferes with meeting alternative learning objectives. Solution: creation of "personas" for asymmetric gameplay.
